Our Bookcase Door. It’s the strong, silent type. Only better looking.

Attractive and extremely functional, our Bookcase Door System offers a distinctive, space-saving option for closets, pantries, wall safes, wine storage, home offices or hidden rooms just past the threshold. It’s built strong with durable Furniture Grade plywood that supports a load of up to 500 pounds, yet is quiet and extremely easy to open and close. Ideal for both residential and commercial applications, the four fixed shelves (center and bottom) heighten the doors’ integrity, plus eight adjustable shelves allow for quick customization. Available in White, Oak, Maple and Cherry vinyl-lam, paint grade MDF, and Oak, Maple and Cherry hardwood veneers. Hardwoods are finished with environmentally-safe clear and customized stain and paint or are furnished unfinished. Doors arrive semi-assembled with our durable, heavy-duty roller system and multi-position steel upper wall guide for long-lasting, smooth operation. A fine example of our commitment to innovative craftsmanship, the Bookcase Door System is a unique design option for homes, lofts, efficiency units, offices, or anywhere space is limited or privacy is important.

Custom widths from 36” to 66” and in heights up to 96”
The Nuts And Bolts Of Our Nuts And Bolts

Our exclusive steel hardware hinge system is designed to keep doors operating smoothly and lends fantastic strength and long-term durability. It also means the doors stay solidly in place while both open and closed.

The Woodfold Guarantee

Like our custom Accordion and Roll-Up doors and Hardwood Shutters, the Bookcase Door System is warranted against failure due to defective materials or workmanship.

Shipping Information

Woodfold Bookcase Door Systems are shipped semi-assembled with minimal installation required. Instructions are included.

Shipping Schedule: Unfinished, 2 weeks. Clear lacquer, 3 weeks. Custom stains or paints (after we receive signed, approved acknowledgment), 3 weeks.

Method of Shipment

Shipment by common carrier/LTL, F.O.B. Forest Grove, Oregon—freight charges apply. Contact our office for specific information.

Packaged Weight and Packaging

Packaged weight: Up to 400 lbs. Bookcase Door Systems are shipped with all components carefully wrapped and palletized on a single pallet.

Employee-Owned

You’re assured a precise level of workmanship, service and long-term value with each order because every Woodfold employee shares in the success of a job well done.

WOODFOLD Bookcase Door System

- Available in custom widths from 36” to 66” and in heights up to 96”.
- Constructed entirely from Furniture Grade plywood that supports loads up to 500 lbs.
- Available in White, Oak, Maple and Cherry vinyl-lam, paint grade MDF, and Oak, Maple and Cherry hardwood veneers. Hardwoods are finished with environmentally-safe clear and customized stain and paint finishes or are furnished unfinished.
- Select from four face frame and valance profiles.
- Four fixed shelves (two each side) at center and bottom, with eight additional, quickly adjustable shelves.
- Superior strength from a piano-hinge that runs the entire length of the bookcase.
- Heavy-duty steel roller system with anti-binding block for incredible longevity and smooth operation.
- Steel upper wall guide with multi-position pre-drilled mounting holes.
- Exclusive hardware, adjustable for either left or right, two-position pivot.
- Ease-of-entry with strong, low-profile, steel threshold.
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